
Econ 172A, Fall 2010: Midterm Suggested Answers

Results. There were 140 points possible. The high score was 136, low: 39, median: 82.

Comments.

1. Five points for each of the first two parts. Third part: 16 points total; you needed to demon-
strate that you knew how to use complementary slackness. Fourth part: 8 points. Fifth part:
6 points.

2. Essentially two points for each answer, with four extra points for figuring out the objective
function with the missing coefficient.

3. You received partial credit for doing any piece of the problem (correctly writing the dual of
your problem, identifying a problem with a unique solution or non-unique solution as required).
This problem caused lots of problems. In particular, people confused “unbounded” with more
than one solution (causing problems when they made claims about the dual of the unbounded
problem having a solution).

4. 7 points for the drawing; part b: three points for each part; part c: 7 points; part d: 6 points.
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There are three forms. The answers below apply to Form A. I make a comments to indicate
where the other forms differ.

1. Consider the linear programming problem:

Find x1, x2 and x3 to solve P:

min 2x1 + x2 + 4x3

subject to x1 + 2x2 + x3 ≤ 190
2x1 − x2 + x3 ≤ 65
2x1 + x2 + 5x3 ≤ 145

x ≥ 0

You must provide justifications for your answers to the questions below. In particular, say
what you need to do to check for feasibility and explain the basis for your inferences in part
(c).

(a) Write the dual of the problem P.

Find y1, y2 and y3 to solve P:

max 190y1 + 65y2 + 145y3
subject to y1 + 2y2 + 2y3 ≥ 2

2y1 − y2 + y3 ≥ 1
y1 + y2 + 5y3 ≥ 4

y ≥ 0

(b) Verify that (x1, x2, x3) = (52.5, 40, 0) is feasible for P.

Non-negativity: yes (first two non-negativity constraints not binding).

First constraint: 52.5 + 80 + 0 = 132.5 holds, but is not binding. Second constraint:
105 − 40 + 0 = 65 holds and is binding. Third constraint: 105 + 40 + 0 = 145 holds and
is binding.

Since all constraints hold, (52.5, 40, 0) is feasible.

(c) Assuming that (52.5, 40, 0) is a solution to P, use Complementary Slackness to determine
a candidate solution to the dual.

From previous part, must have y1 = 0 (because the first primal constraint is not binding)
and the first two dual constraints binding (because x1 and x2 are strictly positive).

So y2 and y3 solve: 2y2 + 2y3 = 2 and −y2 + y3 = 1 and so y2 = 0 and y3 = 1.

So y = (0, 0, 1) is the candidate.

(d) Is (52.5, 40, 0) a solution to P? Explain.

Check that y = (0, 0, 1) is feasible for the dual (because it is nonnegative and satisfies the
third constraint (y1 + y2 + 5y3 ≥ 4). It is. Therefore we know that x is a solution to the
primal and y is the solution to the dual. Each is feasible for the appropriate problem and
they yield the same value.

(e) Do you have enough information to find the solution to the dual of P? If so, find it.

Yes. Done in previous part.

Form B: Interchanges x2 and x3 and multiplies the coefficients of what becomes x3 by 2.
It changes the order of the constraints. The essential answers are the same.
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2. I solved a linear programming problem written in the form:

max c · x subject to Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0.

Attached find the Excel Answer and Sensitivity report. (I deleted some irrelevant information.)
In these reports, I replaced several values with letters ((a) through (o)). Using the information
in the table, replace as many of these letters with the correct information. You need not justify
these answers (simply write the answers in the appropriate spaces, next to the letter). If you
do not have enough information to figure out one or more of the values, write “NOT ENOUGH
INFORMATION” next to the letter.

In addition to completing the tables, please answer the following questions. Once again, if you
do not have sufficient information to answer a question, write “not enough information.”

(a) How many variables are in the original problem (primal)?

Three.

(b) How many variables are in the dual? Four.

(c) What is the objective function of the primal? 5x1 +8x2 +4x3 Form (b): 5x1 +10x2 +4x3.
Form (c): 3x1 + 15x2 + 10x3

(d) What is the objective function of the dual? 220y1 + 480y2 + 3000y3 − 60y4 Form (c):
220y1 + 480y2 + 3000y3 − 60y4 Form (c): 220y1 + 480y2 + 3000y3 − 50y4

(e) What is the value of the primal? 420. Form (b): 450 Form (c): 487.5

(f) What is the value of the dual? 420 Form (b): 450, Form (c): 487.5

(g) What is the solution to the primal? x = (60, 15, 0) Form (b): x = (60, 10, 0). Form (c):
x = (50, 22.5, 0)

(h) What is the solution to the dual? y = (0, 1, 0, 1). Form (b): y = (0, 1.25, 0, 2.5). Form
(c): y = (0, 1.875, 0, 8.25).

3. Give an example of a linear programming problem that has a unique solution, but whose
dual has more than one solution. You can do this using a problem with one variable and one
constraint (in addition to the non-negativity constraint).

maxx subject to x ≤ 0, x ≥ 0, has dual min 0y, y ≥ 1 (and y ≥ 0).

The primal has a unique solution x = 0. Any y ≥ 1 solves the dual.

For the other forms: a problem that has a unique dual solution and multiple primal solutions
is:

max 0x subject to −x ≤ −1, x ≥ 0, with dual min−y subject to −y ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0

4. Consider the linear programming problem: Find x1 and x2 to solve P:

max Ax1 + Bx2

subject to x1 + 2x2 ≤ 4
2x1 − x2 ≤ 4
−x1 − x2 ≤ −1

x ≥ 0

(a) Graph the feasible set of the linear programming problem. Clearly label the graph.

The graph has corners (0, 0), (0, 2), (2, 0), and (2.4, .8)

(b) Graphically solve the linear programming problem assuming:
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i. A = 1 and B = 1. Unique solution at (2.4, .8) value 3.2.

ii. A = 1 and B = 4. Unique solution at (0, 2) value 8.

iii. A = 1 and B = −3. Unique solution at (2, 0) value 2.

In each case state value of the problem, give the solution, and explain whether the solution
is unique.

(c) When A = 1 give the smallest value of B with the property that (0, 2) is the solution to
the problem.

The smallest value is B = 2 for smaller B the solution will go elsewhere. (You need
Ax1 +Bx2 to be the greatest at (0, 2), so 2B ≥ 0, 2, 2.4 + .8B, where the right-hand sides
come from the other corners. So you need all three conditions: B ≥ 0, 1, 2.

(d) Can (.6, .6) be a solution to the linear programming problem? If so, then prove it by
supplying an objective function for with (.6, .6) is a solution. If not, explain why not.

(.6, .6) is feasible, so it can be a solution. The only objective function that works is
A = B = 0.

On Form B, the corners are (0, 2), (0, 1), (1, 0), (2, 0), and (2.4, .8). The answers are (b) (2, 0),
(0, 2), and (2.4, 8), (c): B ≥ 2 (2 smallest value)

On Form C, the feasible set is the same as in Form B. answer to (b): (0, 1), (2.4, .8), (0, 2);
(c): A ≥ 2 (2 smallest value).
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